1. Repealing ObamaCare and passing a replacement has been more difficult than Congress
was expecting. The American Health Care Act, now known as “TrumpCare” has been going
through a lot of back and forth to come up with a bill that Congress can pass, as this article
details. Don’t forget that we have the only plan that is compliant with ObamaCare and ready
for TrumpCare. Send a note to the Fast 5 inbox for more details.
2. If you have not heard, most under 65 health insurance marketing is being conducted on
Facebook. This week we conducted a Facebook marketing training webinar. On the
webinar, we showed agents how to get started using Facebook. We also showed them how
to obtain their own customized website to help promote their Facebook marketing. For more
information on how to work with us on our unique health insurance program, send a note to
the Fast 5 inbox.
3. Is Life Insurance needed in an Estate Plan if there is no Estate Tax? As you know, President
Trump has indicated his interest in getting rid of this tax. However, how will the government
come up with the gap in revenue that is created. Some have argued that the Estate Tax will
be replaced with a new Capital Gains tax on inherited assets. Life Insurance is still the best
way to pass assets to heirs as Forbes magazine reminds.
4. Don’t forget to attend next month’s National Medicare Supplement Conference here in
Dallas. There are still tickets left for the FREE agent day. We are also hosting a special
event for our select Producers. Please send a note to the Fast 5 inbox to let us know if you
plan to be in Dallas for the Conference in April.
5. As part of the Med Supp conference, there will also be the first ever National Short Term
Care Insurance Summit. If you have not started selling Short Term Care, you need to get on
board as traditional LTCI rates keep going through the roof and carriers keep leaving the
market. Short Term Care is a solution for many of our clients and they can qualify much
more easily for it. Don’t miss it!

